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-High

quality look.

-Two

central themes and colour pallets.

-Variations

of decor and art placement displays-

This

will tell the person selling their house, that the estate agent can dress up

the house to make it more sellable.

This

will also attract new buyers to the social media page, who are looking for

inspiration to dress up their homes, looking for inspiration for design, colours

and decor, so as to remain top of mind when the client is read to buy- 

YOUR AGENCY REMAINS TOP OF MIND.

Emphasise the Office Culture and dynamics-

professional look-while also subtlety showcasing

opulence which equates to your success rate.

 Decor-experience in dressing and revamping a house

(on a budget) for the purpose of closing a sale.

 Showcasing the type of houses that are sold- along with

showcasing how a house can be professionally dressed

for viewing- This is the Agency's selling point of

differentiation as an agent.

Images Based around:



Inspiration

Elements
of work life, central colour theme of
blue-colour emulates trust.
Variations
of social life, work life as well the homes
he is specialised in selling.

Indicates
the personality of the realtor,
professionalism emulates that he and the
team
are organised, neat and well put together-
which eludes to his work ethic as
well.
Showcases
the successes of previous homes sold and
the types of upmarket homes he sells.
Highlights opulence, as though he has made
a success of what he does. -
dark
themes emulate confidence and leadership

Showcases
working environment, company culture that is warm
and family orientated- this
makes the company seem more relatable.
Showcases
the homes sold, as well as the personal activities of
the realtor- so as to
build trust with the potential customer, contrast of
blue for trust,, whites as
peaceful and browns- a calm colour.



Mood Board 1
Location, Office and Products

Professional Estate Agency (How you operate)
Showcases office life, home decor inspiration, and the previous houses sold by your agency.
This goes back to showcasing knowledge and being an authority, along with the
success of the company -orientated around all things "House and Home".



Life Style

Mood Board 

DARK AUTUMN
AESTHETICS

@theburgeonmarketingagency



Recommendations for Props
Either One House and Office Location, or One House with various locations for dynamisc for shots with good lighting, big
windows and great views,  central color scheme to use with variations of brown, greens and blacks
Props like paintings, neutral ornaments and plant vase,, books, cushions and throws. 
For One office Location-
Professional office attire, neat office space,Neutral colored office material and stationary.

We recommend you bring those props with you on the day of the shoot.
Alternatively we can organize these things for an additional €200 production fee.



Thank You.

Real Estate Agency
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